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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Purpose 

This document describes how to use the administration features of Dynamic Routing (DR). 

 

Intended audience 

This document is intended for people such as IT personnel and personnel in different Lines of 

Business. The personnel use the Routing Admin module of Dynamic Routing to administer the 

Dynamic Routing application.  
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Chapter 2: Dynamic Routing Overview 

Overview 

Dynamic Routing provides a centralized, easy to administer, web-based, and extensible Contact 

Center (CC) Business Rules Decision Engine for large CC operations with heterogeneous 

architectures. Dynamic Routing works with other Avaya products, such as Avaya Experience 

Portal, Avaya Communication Manager Elite, Avaya Aura Session Manager, Context Store, and 

Experience Development Platform. Dynamic Routing also supports environments with third-

party Interactive Voice Response (IVR) and Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) systems.  

A large Enterprise Contact Center operation has several sites, internal or outsourced. It also 

employs hundreds of agent groups to deal with all variations of products, customer segments, 

and services. Many times these sites are geographically spread because of specific local traits, 

regulations, and customer proximity. Multiple ACD systems are required because of the size of 

these operations. Interactions come through multiple channels from locations different than the 

sites where human resources are present. To manage this complexity, enterprises must deploy 

large and distributed contact centers. The contact centers must also have the capability to 

precisely control from a central location where a call is sent, optimizing the cost and customer 

satisfaction. 

 

High-level objective 

Dynamic Routing (DR) provides dynamic call routing across various Automatic Call Distribution 

(ACD) systems that a customer operates. It plays a vital role in load balancing calls across large 

and distributed contact centers. The routing logic determines the call segmentation and selects 

the destination to route the incoming call. 

DR has a component called Routing Service. Routing Service provides routing decisions for any 

incoming channel such as voice or email, based on the routing parameters that you configure in 

Routing Administration. Based on routing decisions, Routing Service determines the next 

destination of the call. Routing Service selects the destination from a preconfigured group of 

possible destination skills in various ACDs or applications. 

 

Value proposition for different users 

The Dynamic Routing Administration clearly delineates the concerns between the IT Personnel 

or the Script Writers and the Line of Business users.  

 The IT Personnel or Script Writers are users with the skillset and responsibility to create 

and test traffic distribution strategies. 

 The LOB users must perform daily Routing Operation. The LOB users can use 

sophisticated distribution strategies and adjust the strategies according to the needs of 
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each call segment. With Dynamic Routing, LOB users can make quick and effective 

changes to the system. Users can make the changes by modifying Strategy Settings on 

web forms, without diving into the script complexity. 

 

Customer interactions in Dynamic Routing 

At the highest Contact Center solution level, customer interactions follow these four main logical 

steps: 

1) Interaction Management: When an interaction begins, the first step is to offer an 
automatic self-service greeting and menu to the customer. At this point, Dynamic 
Routing does the following: 

 Identifies the customer who is interacting. 

 Understands the intent of the customer. 

 Collects the context of the call. 

 Handles signaling and media through an Avaya or third-party IVR-sequenced 
application through Avaya Session Manager or Engagement Development 
Platform. 

The information captured during this stage forms the interaction attributes. 

 
2) Segmentation: Based on interaction attributes, the Segmentation stage determines the 

interaction. Dynamic Routing differentiates interactions by loyalty, region, and product 
or language or both. During Segmentation, the interaction can: 

 Continue to go through more self-service applications. 

 End in self-service. 

 Require a live Agent. 
3) Destination Selection: The Destination Selection stage helps find the best destination 

such as a specific Agent Queue. The Destination Selection strategy uses complex 
information to make the best decision. For example, real-time Contact Center metrics, 
service-level agreements, and regulatory metrics.   

 
4) Agent Assignment: The underlying Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) System or 

Engagement Development Platform selects the specific Agent within the selected 
destination Agent Queue. 

 

Role of Dynamic Routing in Interaction 
Flow 

Figure 1: Dynamic Routing Interaction Flow shows how Dynamic Routing plays a vital role 

within the Interaction Flow for multiple types of media. Dynamic Routing provides flexibility and 

ease of administration during Segmentation and Destination Selection.  

DR is initiated by Avaya or third-party Interactive Voice Response (IVR) or other Interaction 

Manager as a decision engine. DR is not involved in call signaling, call control, or media control. 

DR only receives data about the interaction such as context attributes, universal call id (UCID), 

and more and returns with a transfer target or Queuing VDN number to the IVR.  
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The Interaction Manager controls the call signaling and media. DR provides the transfer target 

and influences the call route. However, DR has no control of the transfer mechanism such as 

Blind Transfer or Warm or Supervised Transfer. The IVR platform completely handles the 

transfer mechanism. 

The dynamic routing logic determines the type of interaction segment and selects the 

destination to route the interaction to. 

Dynamic Routing has a component called Routing Service. Routing Service provides routing 

decisions for any incoming channel such as voice or email based on routing parameters that 

users configure in Routing Administration. Routing Service selects the destination from a 

preconfigured group of possible destinations in various Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) 

Systems or Applications. 

 

 

Figure 1: Dynamic Routing Interaction Flow 

Modules of Dynamic Routing 

The Dynamic Routing application is divided into four logical modules: 

 Routing Administration 

 Config Store (Data Grid) 

 Metrics Service 

 Routing Service 
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Figure 2: Modules of Dynamic Routing 

 

Routing Administration 

Routing Administration is a web application. Users can configure, monitor, and maintain data 

related to routing logic.  

 Configure call segment attributes and rules. Call segment attributes are known as 

Dimensions in Dynamic Routing. 

 Define potential destinations such as Agent Groups, Applications, or Services, or 

collection of Agent Groups that the incoming calls can be routed to. 

 Build routing strategies and preferences across available destinations for the configured 

call segments. 

 Expand the configuration model by adding user-defined Global Properties on all Agent 

Group, Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) System, Company, and Location objects. 

 Define a strategy for Day of the week (DOW) and Time of the day (TOD) routing. 

 Configure users and define roles.  

 Manage alarms and notifications for system issues.  

 Monitor the system performance. 

 

Config Store - Data Grid 

Config Store has a Configuration Data Model (CDM) that stores configuration data. Config Store 

stores the configuration data in local memory for quick access across Dynamic Routing nodes in 

the network. It also stores data in the back-end database for persistence. ConfigStore has the 

following data entities: 
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 Automatic Call Distribution (ACD): A system that distributes incoming calls to a group 

of agents. 

 

 Locations: The physical and geographical locations of agents. 

 

 Company: The organization or agency that trains and pays the agents. 

 

 Destination: A possible target where an interaction can be sent. For example, Agent 

Group, Application, or Service. 
 

 Destination Alias: A tag to indicate the purpose of the Destination. A destination alias 
helps the user to map potential destinations, when scripts are re-used. 
 

 Agent Group: A set of agents grouped on the basis of some common criteria. While an 

ACD can contain multiple agent groups, each agent group belongs to only one ACD. 

 

 Application: Represents a destination for routing a call to an Interactive Voice 

Response (IVR) sub-portal or sub-flow but not to an Agent Group. 

 

 Service: A set of Agent Groups. 

 

 System Property: Represents System and Application properties for different software 

components. For example, System, Platform, Routing Service, Routing Administration, 

Metrics Service, and Configuration Store. 

 

 Global Property: Adds custom properties to the entities defined in Dynamic Routing. 

Scripts consider entities and their Global Properties to adjust decision and routing 

process accordingly. 

 

 Segmentation Table: Represents a set of Segmentation Rules that help Dynamic 

Routing to partition the interactions such as calls into segments. Dynamic Routing does 

this partition so that each segment can be best managed and optimally routed. 

 

 Segmentation Rule: Compares various attributes of an interaction such as a call to 

determine the type of call it. 

 

 Dimension: Represents one aspect to differentiate a call from other calls. Typically, 

several dimensions are used to define a segment. Dimensions can be the characteristics 

that a contact center uses to define its call types. A Dimension can be a product line, 

language, customer loyalty score, and more. With Dimensions, Segmentation rules 

identify the type of call and then the follow-on Strategy and Destinations that must be 

considered to route the call. 

 

 Decision Function: Represents an entry point to the Routing Service. It includes a 

series of steps that lead to a Decision. It contains the initial Strategy Script to be 

executed to help make the decision. 

 Strategy: Represents a strategy script and associated variables that help Dynamic 

Routing to deliver the Destination Selector feature. The Destination Selector feature 

determines the best destination to route an interaction. 
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 Script Variables: Used to alter the process of script execution without modifying the 

script. Script variables can be altered by Routing Administration and used immediately 

by the scripts already running. 

 

 Timetable: Represents an entity that defines time intervals that can be used for 

configurations across different features. The Timetable defines dates such as Day of 

Week (DOW) and holidays. The Timetable also defines Interval Names that are arbitrary 

strings and are defined according to a particular consumer.  

 

Metrics Service  

In Dynamic Routing, metrics provide the current status information for destinations. Metrics 

Service provides the storage to save and retrieve metrics for a specific destination. A 

destination is a possible resource or endpoint where Dynamic Routing can route an interaction. 

A metric is the status information which is either collected or calculated by Dynamic Routing. 

Metrics Service is accessed by Connectors, Routing Service, and Routing Admin. Metrics 

Service leverages the In Memory Data Grid architecture to provide high availability and 

scalability. The Metrics Service receives data from external Connectors. Connectors are any 

external components that send metrics to the Dynamic Routing Service. The Connectors collect 

data from the Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) Systems. Metrics Service enables connectors to 

automatically create Agent Group entities in Dynamic Routing. For more information, see 

System Properties Overview 

 

Metrics Information 

Routing Admin displays metrics data and status to end users. Metrics Service populates the 

space with Metrics values and their last updated time. It means whenever a component uses a 

Metrics object, the component has access to the age of that specific metric. The age information 

is specifically useful when customers write business scripts and need to consider the age of the 

metric in making decisions. The metrics data depicts the status of the Automatic Call 

Distribution (ACD) System. The Routing Admin screen displays the Metrics Status that displays 

the percentage of ACDs that cannot be considered while Dynamic Routing works out the routing 

decision. The semaphores depict the percentage range for metrics that are stale for an ACD.  

Semaphore Color Stale percentage 

  Red 80 and more, that is, only 20% or less ACDs can be considered by 

Dynamic Routing for the routing decision. 

Yellow 
More than 40% but less than 80%, that is, 40% to 80% of ACDs can 

be considered by Dynamic Routing for the routing decision. 

 Green Less than 40%, that is, at least 60% of the ACDs can be considered 

by Dynamic Routing for the routing decision. 
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Different ACD product or vendor combinations can be supported by developing and integrating 

ad hoc connectors through Avaya Professional Services engagement.  

The CMS Connector is available out of the box with Dynamic Routing and the CMS connector 

provides metrics retrieved from Avaya CM through Avaya CMS reports. The Avaya CMS reports 

are created by Contact Center personnel and may have different types of skill metrics. CMS 

collects real-time information of CM. For example, the number of ongoing calls, number of 

agents, and Estimated Wait Time (EWT). CMS sends the information to the CMS Connector 

using the RT_SOCKET format. 

 

Counters 

Counters keep a count of the number of times a specific event occurs. Real-time counters can 

track data such as the number of times traffic is routed to a destination in a particular time 

interval. 

Dynamic Routing supports two types of counters. 

 Fixed window counters: These counters collect values over a fixed time. For example, 

Total of the Day collects data for the entire day, that is, 12:00 a.m. to 11:59 p.m. 

Dynamic Routing resets this counter value to 00 at 12:00 a.m. 

 Moving window counters: These counters collect values for a time interval that moves 

along the time line. When a new value is added, the oldest value of the counter is 

removed. For example, Last Thirty (30) Minutes collects data for the last 30 minutes. 

 

Dynamic Routing maintains a counter for each destination in the system. When Routing Service 

selects a destination, it creates a counter if a counter is nonexistent and increases the value of 

the counter. When the destination is removed from Routing Admin, the counter is removed. 

 

Routing Service  

Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems or other multi-channel platforms send a Routing 

Request to Routing Service for a particular interaction over a voice channel or any other 

channel or media. As a response, Dynamic Routing clients get a Routing Decision that specifies 

where to send the interaction. The Routing Decision depends on the interaction and caller, Time 

of Day (ToD) or Day of Week (DoW), and Routing Strategy defined in the Dynamic Routing 

configuration. 
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Figure 3: Component overview of Dynamic Routing 

 

Dynamic Routing features 

Various features are available for administrators and script writers to help them define the 

routing logic in the routing scripts. The following routing scripts can be used in the decision 

process without restarting or deploying any component. 

 Segmentation Feature: Helps the user use Business Rules to map a list of call 

attributes to a specific classification of calls called Segments. The business attributes 

are called Dimension. Some Contact Center solutions also refer to business attributes as 

service or skill set. A service or skill set determines the minimum agent skill required to 

handle a call. Dynamic Routing users use the Segmentation Tables to map the attributes 

(dimensions) to segments. 

 

 Destination Selection Feature: Helps the user to run a custom Strategy script to select 

the best destination to route the call. Dynamic Routing selects this destination based on 

comparing criteria. The criteria for destinations can include a wide number of variables 

such as real time variables, real time metrics, and regulatory limits defined as global 

properties. 

 

 Context Store Feature: Gives the routing logic access to Context Store (CS) from 

Dynamic Routing scripts. For example, Context Store can contain call-related data, 

written by the Avaya or third-party Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system. Routing 

logic can gain access to and use the data to make decisions. The CS connectivity details 

are configured as Routing Service properties.  <This feature is under development> 
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 Metrics Service feature: Allows the routing logic to retrieve Metrics data and use it in 

the routing scripts. The most common case is to obtain metrics from different Agent Groups 

provided by Connectors. However, the routing logic can also obtain Dynamic Routing 

calculated metrics, such as Counters. 

 

 Config Store feature: Allows the scripting logic to obtain entities such as, Agent Group, 

Application, and Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) from the Dynamic Routing 

Configuration Store repository, The Configuration Data Model (CDM) contains all 

elements that the users define to operate the system. These entities are used in the 

routing logic.  

 

 REST Admin API: A REST web service that enables an external system to retrieve, 

insert, delete, or modify DR configuration entities. 

 

 Commons feature: Helps implement functions related to Logging and Alarming. 

 

Figure 4: Dynamic Routing network topology 

Figure 5 depicts a high-level call flow that includes all Avaya products. However, the call flow is 

the same even with third-party IVRs and ACDs. Dynamic Routing is involved in Steps 4 and 5. 
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Figure 5: High level call flow 

High-level call flow steps 

1. A new interaction arrives at the Contact Center. Session Manager directs it to Avaya 

Experience Portal. 

2. The Self Service program running on Experience Portal identifies the caller and queries 

the back-end systems. 

3. Data collected, represented as key-value attributes, can be saved in Context Store. The 

interaction context attributes can be used later for screen pops or any other Contact 

Center application. 

 Note 

From the Dynamic Routing perspective, this step is optional. The reason is that 

Dynamic Routing can receive the segmentation information in the routing request, or 

it can retrieve the segmentation information from Context Store. 

 
4. When the caller requests assisted service, the client application sends a Routing 

Request to Dynamic Routing. The Dynamic Routing client provides an Interaction ID, 
which is a unique identifier for the interaction, and the set of segmentation attributes 
collected so far during the interaction.  

In typical AAEP scenarios, the Interaction ID can be the UCID generated either by the 

SBC or AAEP. 

 

5. Routing Service packs the information about the selected Destination and returns it to 

the client in a Routing Decision. Routing Service also preserves the appropriate statistics 

about the Decision for reporting purposes. 
Dynamic Routing applies some predefined configuration and executes a strategy script 
to compare all possible Destinations for the interaction to pick the best one.  
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6. The Dynamic Routing client application can then execute the action indicated in the 
Dynamic Routing response. For example, transferring of the call to the specific agent 
group selected by Dynamic Routing or execution of Voice App X. When the Dynamic 
Routing client is an OD Voice App, the application controls when to use Blind Transfer or 
Consultative Transfer, depending on the solution architecture. 
 

7. The call lands in an Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) System. Depending on the ACD 
queue criteria configuration, the call is transferred to the next available agent. While 
waiting for an agent to become available, the ACD capabilities are used to provide wait 
treatment. 

 
8. When the agent receives the call, the Agent Desktop application can get context 

attributes from Context Store for screen pop or look for more back-end data. The screen 
pop and desktop design is outside the scope of this offer document. 
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Chapter 3: Getting Started  

Logging into the Routing Administration application 

 

About this task 

If you enter a wrong user name or password, the system displays an incorrect login message. If 

you make multiple unsuccessful login attempts, your account can get locked. Contact your 

administrator to reset the user name. 

Before you begin 

Ensure that the Google Chrome web browser is installed. 

Procedure 

1. Start the browser.  

2. In the address bar, type the URL of the Routing Administration application and then 
press Enter.  

The browser displays the Routing Administration application login page. The format 

for the Routing Administration URL is: <http://IP Address:port>/dr_routingadmin_pu. 

For example, http://10.130.89.38:8080/dr_routingadmin_pu/ is a Routing 

Administration application URL where 10.130.89.38 is the IP Address and 8080 is 

the port. 
3. In the Username and Password fields, enter your user name and password. 

 Note: 

dradmin user is forced to change the password upon their first login. To know more 

about changing the password and password complexity rules, see Changing the 

password. 

4. Click Login.  

The system displays the Home page. The Home page provides a synopsis of the 

order in which DR3 entities could be configured. This is to provide a guideline for 

new users. 

 

http://10.130.89.38:8080/dr_routingadmin_pu/
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Figure 6: Home page – Introduction 

 

 

Figure 7: Home page – Quick steps for creating configuration 

. 
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Dynamic Routing Administration application 

  

Figure 8: Dynamic Routing application home page 

 

User Interface elements field descriptions 

No. User interface element Description 

1.  Menu of icons and entities. Displays the entities that the user can 

access. 

2.  Dashboard or display area Displays the application dashboard or 

details of the option selected in the left 

menu bar. 

3.  
 

Displays the user name that is logged in. 

4.  
 

Logs out the user from the Dynamic 

Routing application. 

5.  
 

Changes the password. 

6.  
 

Displays the information about Dynamic 

Routing such as version, license mode, 

and feature. 

7.  

 

Navigates to previous and next pages. 
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8.  

 

Displays the number of items per page. 

You can choose to display 25, 50, or 100 

items per page. 

Logging out of the Routing Administration 
application 

Procedure 

On the top right of the page, click Logout. 

 

Licenses 

Licensing in Dynamic Routing is based on the WebLM licensing system. The license grants 

Routing Service with an on or off license feature. The Routing Service checks the license when 

the best destination is determined. Dynamic Routing has a cache for the state of the license. If a 

license is modified in the WebLM Server, Dynamic Routing detects the license change only after 

the cache has expired after 10 minutes. The license is then reacquired from the WebLM Server. 

 

Routing Admin shows the following details about the state of the license: 

 License Mode: NORMAL, ERROR indicates that the grace period for Dynamic Routing 3 

is active, RESTRICTED. 

 Expiration Date: The expiration date is displayed if the mode is ERROR. 

 

Viewing the Dynamic Routing license details 

Procedure 

1. On the top right of the page, click About. 

The system displays the License details notification. 

 

Figure 9: Dynamic Routing license details window 

2. To close the notification, press Esc or click on the license details screen. 
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Chapter 4: Managing Decision Functions 

Overview 

Decision Configuration includes the creation of a Decision Function (DF). 

Decision Functions are the entities in the Dynamic Routing system that define a starting point 

for making a routing decision, based on inputs and the routing logic. Decision Functions are 

used to build a decision that determines where to send the interaction next. A decision can be of 

the form “Transfer to Agent Group X” or “Play Application X”. 

Main input for a Decision Function instance is a RoutingServiceRequest that contains the 

following information: 

 Decision Function Name: If a Decision Function name is not provided, a default 

Decision Function is used. 

 Named parameters: For example, Interaction ID. 

 Custom parameters: Key and value pairs that the Interaction Manager provides. 

 Segmentation attributes: Key and value pairs that the Interaction Manager provides. 

 

Dynamic Routing features 

A Decision Function is implemented using a script with a high-level scripting language called 

Groovy. Within the Decision Function, different Dynamic Routing features such as 

Segmentation and Destination Selection are used. The following series of high-level objects that 

represent the different Dynamic Routing features are available to the script writer: 

 Context Store Feature 

 Config Store Feature 

 Metrics Feature 

 Destination Selection Feature 

 Segmentation Feature 

Each feature has the following information: 

 Name: Each feature is introduced to the Decision Function writer with a name. 

 A well-defined API: For example, inputs, operations, and outputs. 
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Routing Decision Object 

The outcome of the execution of a Decision Function script is called a Routing Decision object. 

The key content of the Routing Decision object is the following: 

 A resultCode to indicate if the routing logic has successfully picked a Destination or 

an error has occurred.  

 The selected Destination which allows Decision Function to accumulate statistics 

about the traffic distribution. 

 The selectedDestAddress 

Each AgentGroup can be accessed through different addresses for example Volvo 

Dealer Networks in Avaya CM world, or SIP URIs in other platforms.  

 Note 

 The Decision Function script populates the final address to be used by the 

Interaction Manager to transfer the contact.  

 If an Application destination is selected, only one address is expected. 

 

Creating a Decision Function 

About this task 

Dynamic Routing has a set of Decision Function scripts stored. When the user creates a 

Decision Function, the user can use the available scripts. To use the Decision Function scripts, 

already available in Dynamic Routing, the user un-comments the lines of code of the script. 

Decision Function now also includes Version number, Maturity Status, and Usage Status. Some 

main features of the mentioned fields are: 

 Decision Functions can now also be identified by Version number. 

 Decision Functions can go live only if the Maturity Status is APPROVED.  

 Decision Functions are not editable if the Usage Status is LIVE.  

 Routing Requests use the same interfaces as before however, DR3 looks for the 

Decision Function that is in LIVE Usage Status.  

 If there is no Decision Function in LIVE status, an error is returned.  

 After upgrade, ensure production Decision Functions are in LIVE status. 

 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Decision Configuration, click Decision Functions. 

The system displays the Decision Function table. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

The system displays the Edit Decision Function screen. 
3. In the Decision Function Name field, enter the Decision Function name. 

The Decision Function name must be unique. 

4. In the Maturity Status field, click the required Decision Function status. 

5. In the Usage Status field, click the required Decision Function status. 

6. In the Version field, type the appropriate Decision Function version number. 
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7. In the Decision Function Description field, enter the Decision Function description. 

8. Click Upload. 

9. Select the file that has the script for the Decision Function. 

10. Click Upload. 

The Decision Function script panel displays the script that you uploaded. The user 

interface for editing a Decision Function provides a way to load a script file and edit it 

manually. This editor, at this point, provides highlighting of the Groovy programming 

language, but there is still no validation of the script that the user submits. 
11. (Optional) Select the Default check-box to set a Decision Function script as the default 

script. 

The Routing Service client includes a Decision Function Name parameter to indicate the 

script that the user wants to run. If the Decision Function Name parameter is empty, then 

Dynamic Routing uses the default Decision Function. The default Decision Function 

shipped with DR3 is called Standard_DF. 

12. Click Save. 

The Decision Function page displays the new Decision Function in the list. 

 

Deleting a Decision Function 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, in Decision Configuration, click Decision Functions. 

The system displays the Decision Functions table. 

2. Click the row for the Decision Function that you want to delete. 

3. Click Delete ( ). 

The system displays the confirmation dialog box. 

Note: You cannot delete a hidden row. 

4. Click Accept. 

 

Modifying a Decision Function 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, in Decision Configuration, click Decision Functions. 

The system displays the Decision Functions table. 

2. Double-click the row for the Decision Function that you want to modify. 

3. On the Edit Decision Function screen, update the following fields: 
a. Decision Function Name 

b. Maturity Status. 

c. Usage Status 

d. Version 

e. Decision Function Description 

4. In the Decision Function Script section, update the lines of the script. 

5. Click Save. 
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Decision functions fields descriptions 

Name Description 

Name The name of the Decision Function. 

Maturity Status 

 
The maturity status of the Decision Function. The 

options are: 

 DEV: Used for the Decision Function script under 

development. 

 TESTING: Used for the Decision Function script 

under test. 

 APPROVED: Used for the Decision Function 

script ready to go live. 

Usage Status 

 
The current environment under which the decision 

function is being used. The options are: 

 TEST: Used for the Decision Function script 

undergoing testing. 

 LIVE: Used for the Decision Function script 

which is live and in production environment. 

 DEPRECATED: Used for the Decision Function 

script that is no longer in use. 

Version 

 
The version of the Decision Function script. 

Decision Function Description The description of the Decision Function. 

Default The default value of the Decision Function Variable 

Decision Function Script panel 
The Decision Function script panel displays the script 

that you uploaded. The user interface for editing a 

Decision Function provides a way to load a script file and 

edit it manually. This editor, at this point, provides 

highlighting of the Groovy programming language, but 

there is still no validation of the script that the user 

submits. 

 

 

Button descriptions 
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Button Description 

Search Searches for the Decision Function that the user has 

entered. 

 Note 

The search filter used is saved when 

navigating away from the selected tab, until 

logs are cleared or session is closed. This 
functionality is not applicable for System 

Properties and Global Properties. 

Add ( ) 
Adds a new Strategy Script record. 

Delete ( ) 
Deletes a Strategy Script record. 

Upload Uploads a Decision Function script from the system. 
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Chapter 5: Segmentation Tables 

Overview 

In Dynamic Routing, Segmentation Management includes creation and administration of 

Segmentation Tables, Segmentation Rules, Dimensions, and Destination Aliases. The 

segmentation feature is one of the decision steps coordinated from the Decision Function. 

 

Elements of Segmentation Management 

 Segmentation Table: Represents a set of Segmentation Rules that help partition the 

interactions. For example, Dynamic Routing classifies calls into segments so that each 

segment is best managed and optimally routed. 

 Segmentation Rule: Compares various attributes of an interaction, such as a call, to 

determine what type of call it is. 

 Dimension: Represents one attribute to differentiate a call from other calls. Usually, 

several dimensions are used to define a segment. Dimensions can be the characteristics 

that a Contact Center uses to define call types. A Dimension can be a product line, 

language, or customer loyalty score. With the help of Dimensions and comparative logic, 

Segmentation rules help identify a certain type of call and then the follow-on Strategy 

and Destinations that should be considered in routing the call. 

 Destination: Represents a possible target where an interaction can be sent to, for 

example Agent Group, Application, or Service. 

 Destination Alias: Represents a tag to indicate the purpose of such Destination. The 
tag helps the user map potential Destinations, when scripts are reused. 

 

 Strategy: Represents a strategy script and variables that help deliver the Destination 

Selector feature. The Destination Selector feature determines the best destination to 

route an interaction such as a call to. 

 

Uses of Segmentation Tables  

Segmentation Tables are used to define a set of Segmentation Rules that compare the input 

parameters gathered from the routing request. Based on the parameters collected, the 

Segmentation Tables calculate a segmentation result. The segmentation result can be a single 

Destination or multiple possible Destinations. In case of a single Destination, the decision 

recommending the resultant Destination is returned immediately. In case of multiple possible 

Destinations, the outcome is a Strategy that determines the Destination suited best for the 

particular request. 
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Creating a Segmentation Table 

 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Decision Management, click Segmentation Tables. 
The system displays a list of Segmentation Tables. 

2. Click Add ( ). 
3. Enter a name for the table. 
4. Enter a description for the table. 

5. In the Dimensions section, click Add ( ) and do the following: 
a. Type the name of the dimension. 
b. Select the data type as Numeric or String or Lookup Table. 

6. (Optional) Click Delete ( ) to delete a dimension. 
7. (Optional) Click Up or Down to reorder the list of dimensions. 

The order of the list indicates the precedence of the Dimension when segmentation rules 
are evaluated 

8. In the Min Destination Allowed field, enter the minimum number of Destinations 
allowed. 

9. In the Max Destinations Allowed field, enter the maximum number of Destinations 
allowed. 

10. In the Display Destinations, select one of the following: 

 Display Destinations count: Displays the count of the destinations listed in the 
destination column of the segmentation rule. 

 Display Destination Names & Destination Aliases, up to: Displays the 
destination names and the maximum number of aliases up to which you want the 
destination names and aliases to be displayed. 

The number of destination aliases does not affect the routing strategy and the routing 

logic. 

11. In the Include Strategy field, select one of the following: 

 No Strategy: If you do not want to include any strategy. 

 Optional Strategy: If you want to select a strategy or skip selecting a strategy. 

 Mandatory Strategy: If you want to include the strategy for all segment rules. 
12. In the Table Evaluation Mode field, select one of the following: 

 Row Priority Mode 

 Column Priority Mode 
13. Click Save. 

The system adds the new segmentation table in the list. 

 

 

Segmentation table field descriptions 

Name Description 
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Name Description 

Name The name of the Segmentation Table. 

Description The description of the Segmentation Table. 

Last 30’ Traffic The traffic in the last 30 minutes. 

Today Traffic The traffic noted on the current day. 

Clone Creates a duplicate copy of a Segmentation Table. 

 

Name Description 

Name The name of the Segmentation Table. 

Description The description for the Segmentation Table. 

Dimensions 

Dimension Name  The name of the Dimension. Enter the name of the 

Dimension when you add a new Dimension.  

 Note: 

You can now delete a Segmentation Table 

Dimension column provided all the rules in the 

column have the values as asterisk (*) as shown in 

the following screenshot: 

 

 

Data Type The following are the types of data for the Dimension: 
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Name Description 

 String: String or text type dimensions supports 

string fields. The Text dimension type values are 

evaluated by the Equal to Operator "=". The Case 

Sensitive or Insensitive comparison option is 

configured through the Routing Service System 

Property. When the comparison value is "*" only 

the asterisk character, the asterisk is considered 

as the special operator "Any". The special 

operator means that the value of this Dimension 

can be anything, and is always considered as a 

match.  

For example, 

product="cable TV"  

state="*" 

 Numeric: Number type dimension supports 

numeric real number fields. Number type values 

are evaluated by a Range Operator, which 

combines two special characters, "*" and ":", as 

follows: 

Greater than X --> X:* 

Lower than X --> *:X 

Equal to X --> X:X 

Any value --> * 

12:25 from 12 to 25 

*:25 anything lower than 25 

12:* anything greater than 12 

For Example, 

 years="18:30" defines the range for years from 18 

to 30. 

 Note 

Dynamic Routing offers the following two 

types of Dimensions: 

 Lookup Table: A single Segmentation Attribute is 

used to look up and map to a Dimension (Lookup 

Table Name).  

Examples: 

Segmentation Attribute = Country could map to 

Dimension = Continent. Segmentation Attribute = 

Country could map to Dimension = Language  

Only unidimensional Lookup Tables are used as a 

Segmentation Table Dimension. 
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Name Description 

Min Destinations Allowed The minimum number of Destinations that are allowed. 

 Note 

To support experience selection, you can set 

minimum value as 0. 

Max Destinations Allowed The maximum number of Destinations that are allowed. 

Display Destinations You can choose to display the information about 

Destinations such as the number of destinations, the 

name of the destinations and the destination aliases up to 

a limit. Select one of the following options to display 

information about Destinations in the Segmentation 

Table: 

 Display Destinations count 

 Display Destination Names and Destination 

Aliases, up to  

Include strategy You can choose to not include a strategy, an optional 

strategy, or a mandatory strategy. Select one of the 

following options: 

 No Strategy 

 Optional Strategy 

 Mandatory Strategy 

 Note 

To display Strategy Settings column in the 

User Preferences table, you must select 

Optional Strategy or Mandatory Strategy. 

Table Evaluation Mode You can choose to represent segmentation evaluation 

in row mode or column mode.  

 Row Priority Mode 

 Column Priority Mode 

 

Button descriptions 

Button Description 
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Button Description 

Add ( ) 
Adds a new Dimension to a Segmentation 

Table. 

Delete ( ) 
Deletes a Dimension from a Segmentation 

Table. 

Up Reorders the list of Dimensions and move a 

dimension up in the list of Dimensions. 

Down Reorders the list of dimensions and move a 

Dimension down in the list of Dimensions. 

Back to list Navigates back to the list of Segmentation 

Tables. 

 

Segmentation Rule – evaluation and selection 

The list of Segmentation Rules has a fixed order controlled by the user, in order to allow intuitive 

navigation of the Segmentation Table. The rules with precise values such as product = 

"cableTV" are evaluated first, whereas those with an asterisk "*" (ANY) value are evaluated last, 

only if no 'precise' match has occurred.  

A Segmentation Rule is selected when all the Dimensions match their criteria for that rule. The 

Routing Administration user can define the segmentation result that is the output. The user can 

define Possible Destinations: Agent Groups or Applications, Strategy (if applicable), and Label 

Name. For example, possible outcomes after a Segmentation Rule match could be: 

 Transfer the call to an Agent Group. 

 Transfer the call to an Application. 

 Select a transfer target from a group of Destinations, without using a Strategy script. 

 Select a transfer target from a group of Destinations, using a destination selection 
Strategy script. 

 

These activities take place in different components of the Dynamic Routing system, but the 

Segmentation feature provides enough information for them.  

The user can also edit the global properties associated to the Destinations involved in a 

Segmentation Rule. 

 

Adding a segmentation rule 

About this task 
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A frequent customer situation is for two or three call segments to differ only in a discrete set of 
values for a specific Dimension. The two call segments would likely share the same strategy, 
but Destinations could be different, such as when handling traffic from different states on 
regional CCs. 
Example: 
state=CA|WA|NV map to SegLabel=ServiceX-WEST 
state=FL|GA|NC|SC|VA|PA|NJ|DE map to SegLabel=ServiceX-EAST 
state=* map to SegLabel=ServiceX-CTMT 
 
In this example, the "|" character is acting as an OR operator, in order for the state Dimension to 
support a list of values, instead of forcing customer to define a separate row for each individual 

state. 
 

Procedure 
1. In the left panel, under Decision Management, click Segmentation Tables. 

The system displays a list of Segmentation Tables. 
2. Double-click a row to edit an existing Segmentation Table. 

The system displays a list of segmentation rules. 

3. Click Add ( ). 
The system displays the New Segmentation Rule window. 

4. For each dimension, type the respective values. 
5. Click Save. 

 

Adding a destination in the Segmentation rule 

 
About this task 

Once you add a Segmentation Rule, the rule gets added in the list for the respective 

Segmentation Table. Here, you will see a Destinations column with a button - Click to Add. 

You must add the Destinations for the selected rule based on the minimum and maximum 
Destination settings for the respective destination table. 

 

Procedure 
1. In the left panel, under Decision Management, click Segmentation Tables. 

The system displays a list of Segmentation Tables. 
2. Double-click a row to edit an existing Segmentation Table. 

The system displays a list of segmentation rules. 
3. In the Destinations column, double-click Click to Add for the desired segmentation 

rule. 
The system displays a selection panel window with the list of Available Destinations. 

4. In the Available Destinations List, select a Destination, and click Add ( ). 
The system adds the destination in the Selected Destination list. 

5. In the Selected Destinations list, click the Destination Alias drop-down and select the 
required alias. 
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6. Repeat step 4 and step 5 based on your requirement and as per the minimum maximum 
Destination limitations set for the respective Segmentation Table. 

 NOTE 

Once you add all destinations as per the settings, the Destinations column text color 

for the respective rule changes from red color, which means the system requires 

your attention, to the default color, which means a successful addition. 

7. Click Save. 
The system adds the selected destination/s in the respective segmentation rule 
destination list. 

 

User Preferences for Segmentation Table 

About this task 

A user can choose which columns to see or hide. You can resize a column or re-order a column 
by dragging it over. 
 
Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Decision Management, click Segmentation Tables. 
Dynamic Routing displays a list of Segmentation Tables 

2. Double-click a row to edit an existing Segmentation Table 
A list of Segmentation Rules is displayed. 

3. Click the Settings ( ) icon located in the right corner of a rule entry. 
The system displays the Strategy Settings dialog box. 

4. From the list, click the preferences that you want to hide. 
The system hides the segmentation rule that you selected. 

 Note: 

Now, you can also select the Strategy Settings option as a column preference. You 

can also create New Strategy Settings from this dialog box. Additionally, a Strategy 

Settings created using a Segmentation Table is specific to the given Segmentation 

Table. If you delete a Segmentation table, the Strategy Settings defined within the 

Segmentation table are also deleted. The Strategy Settings created directly from the 
Decision Configuration > Strategy Settings page are not visible in Segmentation 

Tables. 

5. Click Preferences. 
6. Click Save.  

 

Deleting a Segmentation Table 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Decision Management, click Segmentation Tables. 
The system displays a list of Segmentation Tables. 

2. Double-click the row of the Segmentation Table that you want to delete. 

3. Click Delete ( ). 
The system displays the confirmation dialog box. 
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4. Click Accept. 
The system deletes the selected table from the list. 
 

Modifying a Segmentation Table 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Decision Management, click Segmentation Tables. 

The system displays a list of Segmentation Tables. 

2. Double-click the row of the Segmentation Table that you want to modify. 

3. In the Segmentation Rules table, click the row you want to modify the Segmentation 

Rule. 
4. Click Back to List to return to the list of Segmentation Tables. 

5. (Optional) Click Table Options to change the table options. 

6. Change the Name and Description of the table. 

7. Change the Minimum Destinations allowed and the Maximum Destinations allowed. 
8. Select one of the following options for the Display Destinations: 

 Display Destination count: Display the count of the destinations listed in the 
destination column of the segmentation rule. 

 Display Destination Names & Destination Aliases, up to: Enter the 
destination names and aliases up to which you want the destination names and 
aliases to be displayed 

The number of destination aliases does not affect the routing strategy and the routing 

logic 

9. Include Strategy field, click to select one of the following options: 

 No Strategy if you do not want to include any strategy. 

 Optional Strategy if you want to select a category or skip selecting it. 

 Mandatory Strategy, to include the strategy for all segment rules. 

10. Click Save to save the Segmentation Table. 

 

Cloning a Segmentation Table  

About this task 

Cloning tables improves usability of the product and reduces time for configuration especially 

during initial set-up of the product when many similar tables may need to be created. 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Decision Management, click Segmentation Tables. 

The system displays a list of Segmentation Tables. 

2. Click the row of the Segmentation Table that you want to copy. 
3. On the top right of the page, click Clone. 

The system displays the Enter the new Segmentation Table name window. 
4. In the Cloned Table Name field, type a name. 

5. Click Accept. 

 

For more information on Traffic, see Viewing the traffic for a Destination. 
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Chapter 6: Working with Strategy 
Settings and Strategy Scripts 

Overview 

Routing Admin makes it possible to create and edit Strategy Settings and Strategy Scripts. A 

single Strategy Script can be used by more than one Strategy Setting.  

 

Creating a Strategy Setting 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Decision Configuration, click Strategy Settings. 

The system displays the Strategy Settings table. 

 

 Note 

Strategy Settings created from this page are not visible in Segmentation Tables. 

Strategy Settings created using a Segmentation Table are specific to the given 

Segmentation Table. If you delete a Segmentation table, the Strategy Settings 

defined within the Segmentation Table are also deleted. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

3. On the Edit Strategy Settings page, enter the Name of the strategy. 

4. Click to select the Strategy Script. 

5. Enter the Description of the strategy. 

6. Click to select the Timetable. 

7. Click Save. 

The Strategy Settings page displays the new strategy settings. 

 

Strategy Settings field descriptions 

Name Description 

Name The name of the Strategy Setting. 

Strategy Script The Strategy Script that is selected. 
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Name Description 

Description The description of the Strategy Setting. 

Timeindependent values This section lists the values that are independent of time. 

For example, Per Destination Variables 

 

Name Description 

Name The name of the Strategy Setting. 

Strategy Script The name of the Strategy Setting 

Description The description of the Strategy Setting. 

Timetable The name of the Timetable. 

Per Interval Variables Supports multiple values, one for each Timetable 

Interval Name defined. 

Per Destination and Interval 

Variable 
Supports multiple values, it is bi-dimensional, values are 

set per Destination Alias defined in the Strategy Script, 

and for each alias, per Interval Name defined in the 

associated Timetable. 

 

Button descriptions 

Button Description 

Save Saves the Strategy Setting record. 

Close Closes the Edit Strategy Setting window. 

 

Deleting Strategy Settings 

Procedure 
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1. In the left panel, in Decision Configuration, click Strategy Settings. 

The system displays the Strategy Settings table. 

2. Click the row of the Strategy Setting that you want to delete. 

3. Click Delete ( ). 

The system displays a confirmation message. 

4. Click Accept. 

The system displays a confirmation message. 

If a Strategy Setting is being used by a Segmentation Table, then the Dynamic Routing 

application displays a message that the strategy settings cannot be removed. 

Modifying Strategy Settings 

About this task 

Strategy setting can be modified from Strategy setting in Decision Management or using the 

context menu on the Segmentation Rules view. Do the following to modify the strategy settings. 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Decision Configuration, click Strategy Settings. 

The system displays the Strategy Settings table. 

2. Double-click the row of the Strategy Setting that you want to change. 

The Edit Strategy Settings page is displayed. 

Note: You can only change the name and the description of the Strategy Setting. 

3. Edit the field that you want to change. 
4. Click Save. 

The system displays the list of Strategy Settings with the modified properties. 

5. To modify the Strategy Setting for a particular rule using the context menu, do the 

following: 

a) Right-click on the Strategy Settings column for a particular rule. 

b) Click on the Strategy Settings. 

The Edit Strategy Setting window is displayed. 

c) Edit the required fields. 

When you open the Strategy Setting using the context menu you can also see the actual 

Destination names associated with the Destination Aliases for a particular rule. This is useful 

to make adjustment for the values of PerDestination and PerDestination Interval variables. 

The Strategy Settings are associated to each Segmentation Rule, and contains a list of 

Script Variable values. Some of these values are specific to certain Destinations that is SV 

type = perDestination or perIntervalDestination. 

 

Creating Strategy Scripts 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Decision Configuration, click Strategy Scripts. 
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The system displays the Strategy Scripts table. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

3. On the Edit Strategy Scripts page, click Script Definition. 

4. Click Upload.  

5. Navigate to the file that has the script for the Strategy. 

6. Click Open.  

The Strategy Script panel displays the script that you uploaded. The user interface for 

editing a Strategy Script provides a way to load a script file and edit it manually. The 

editor highlights the Groovy programming language, but there is still no validation of the 

script that the user submits.  
7. Click Strategy Meta-Data. 

8. In the Strategy Script Name, enter a script name. 

The name must be unique. 

9. In the Maturity field, click the required Strategy Script status. 

10. In the Usage field, click the required Strategy Script status. 

11. In the Version field, type the appropriate Strategy Script version number. 

12. In the Strategy Script Description, type a script description. 

13. To add a destination aliases, click Add Destination Aliases 

14. To add script variable, click Script Variables. 

15. Click Add Script Variable. 

16. Click Save. 

The Strategy Script page displays the new Strategy Script in the list. 

For information on Strategy Scripts fields and buttons, see Strategy Scripts fields and 

button descriptions 

 

Strategy Scripts fields and button descriptions 

Name Description 

Strategy Script Name The name of the Strategy Script. 

Maturity 

 
The maturity status of the Strategy Script. The options 

are: 

 DEV: Used for the Strategy Script under 

development. 

 TESTING: Used for the Strategy Script under 

test. 

 APPROVED: Used for the Strategy Script ready 

to go live. 

Usage  

 
The current environment under which the Strategy Script 
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Name Description 

is being used. The options are: 

 TEST: Used for the Strategy Script undergoing 

testing. 

 LIVE: Used for the Strategy Script which is live 

and in production environment. 

 DEPRECATED: Used for the Strategy Script that 

is no longer in use. 

Version 

 
The version of the Strategy Script. 

Strategy Script Description The description of the Strategy Script. 

 

Button descriptions 

Button Description 

Search Searches for the Strategy Script that the user is looking 

for. 

 Note 

The search filter used is saved when 

navigating away from the selected tab, until 

logs are cleared or session is closed. This 
functionality is not applicable for System 

Properties and Global Properties. 

Add ( ) 
Adds a new Strategy Script record. 

Delete ( ) 
Deletes a Strategy Script record. 

Clone Creates a duplicate copy of a Strategy Script. 

Upload Uploads a Strategy Script from the system. 
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Edit Strategy Script fields and button description 

Name Description 

Script Definition Displays the code that defines the script logic. 

Strategy Meta-Data  

Strategy Script Name The name of the Strategy Script. 

Maturity 

 
The maturity status of the Strategy Script. The options 

are: 

 DEV: Used for the Strategy Script under 

development. 

 TESTING: Used for the Strategy Script under 

test. 

 APPROVED: Used for the Strategy Script ready 

to go live. 

Usage  

 
The current environment under which the Strategy Script 

is being used. The options are: 

 TEST: Used for the Strategy Script undergoing 

testing. 

 LIVE: Used for the Strategy Script which is live 

and in production environment. 

 DEPRECATED: Used for the Strategy Script that 

is no longer in use. 

Version 

 
The version of the Strategy Script. 

Strategy Script Description The description of the Strategy Script. 

Destination Aliases  

Name The name of the Destination Alias. 

Size The size of the Destination Alias that suggests if one or 

multiple destinations can be assigned per segmentation 

rule for the destinationAlias. 

For example, DestinationAliasSize.One depicts that only 

one destination can be assigned per segmentation rule 
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Name Description 

for the destination alias. 

DestinationAlias.Many depicts that multiple destinations 

can be assigned per segmentation rule for the 

destination alias. 

Mandatory Sets the condition if the Destination Alias is mandatory 

or not. 

Type The type of Destination Alias. Select one of the 

following: 

 AGENT_GROUP 

 SERVICE 

 WAE_DOMAIN 

 APPLICATION 

 ANY. This option provides flexibility of configuring 

destination alias with a destination of any type: 

Agent Group, Application, WAE_Domain, or 

Service. 

Script Variables 

When you edit the Script Variable details, you may get a warning about the usage of the 

selected script in the respective Strategy Script. 

Name The name of the Script Variable. 

Description The description of the Script Variable. 

Type The type of Script Variable. For example, 

single value, or multiple values; multiple values can be of 

the following: 

 PerDestination: Supports multiple values, one for 

each Destination Alias defined in the strategy 

script.  

 PerInterval: Supports multiple values, one for each 

Timetable Interval Name defined. 

 PerDestinatioInterval: Supports multiple values, it 

is bi-dimensional, values are set per Destination 

Alias defined in the Strategy Script, and for each 

alias, per Interval Name defined in the associated 
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Name Description 

Timetable.  

 SimpleVariable: Supports single value and can be 

text integer string or a value from the option list. 

Data Type The data type of the Script Variable such as, text, 

number, list. 

Validation The validation for the Script Variable. The validation rule 

is based on the Data Type.  

 If the Data Type is Number then the Validation 

rule is defined by Minimum and Maximum 

number values for the Script Variable. For 

example, Min=1, Max=10, then the value allowed 

for the Script Variable on the Strategy Settings 

must be within the range 1 to 10. 

 If the Data Type is Text, Validation rule is defined 

by MinLength and MaxLength of the string. 

 If the Data Type is OptionList, the Validation 

rule is defined by the optionslist. 

Default Value The default value of the Script Variable. 

 

Button descriptions 

Button Description 

Add Script Variable Click to add a new Script Variable row 

Delete Script Variable Click to remove the selected Script Variable from the list. 

Move Up Click to move up the selected Script Variable for early 

execution in the sequence. 

Move Down Click to move down the selected Script Variable for late 

execution in the sequence. 
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Deleting Strategy Scripts 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Decision Configuration, click Strategy Scripts. 

The system displays the Strategy Scripts table. 

2. On the Strategy Scripts page, click the row of the Strategy Script that you want to delete. 

3. Click Delete ( ). 

The system displays a confirmation message. 

You cannot delete a hidden row. 
4. Click Accept. 

The system deletes the selected script from the list. 

 

Modifying Strategy Scripts 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Decision Configuration, click Strategy Scripts. 

The system displays the Strategy Scripts table. 

2. On the Strategy Scripts page, double-click the row of the Strategy Script that you want 

to change. 

The Edit Strategy Script page is displayed. 

You can change fields such as Name, Description, Strategy Script, and more. 

3. Edit the field that you want to change. 

4. Click Save. 

The Strategy Script page displays the list of Strategy Scripts with the modified 

properties. 

For information on Strategy Scripts fields and buttons, see Edit Strategy Script fields and 

button description 

 Cloning Strategy Scripts  

 
About this task 

Cloning tables improves usability of the product and reduces time for configuration especially 

during initial set-up of the product when many similar tables may need to be created. 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Decision Configuration, click Strategy Scripts. 

The system displays the Strategy Scripts table. 

2. Click the row of the Strategy Script that you want to copy. 
3. On the top right of the page, click Clone. 

The system displays the Enter the new Strategy Script name window. 
4. In the Cloned Strategy Script Name field, type a name. 

5. Click Accept. 
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Destination Aliases 

Users define a destination alias tag for every destinations candidate group and the Destination 

Alias defines the purpose of the destinations group. A destination alias represents a specific sub 

group of destinations. 

 

Script Variables 

Add Script Variables including name, description, type (text, number, and list), validation rules, 

and default value. A script variable can have a single value, or multiple values. A script variable 

can have the following values: 

 PerDestination: Supports multiple values, one for each Destination Alias defined in the 

strategy script.  

 PerInterval: Supports multiple values, one for each Timetable Interval Name defined. 

 PerDestinatioInterval: Supports multiple values and is bi-dimensional. The values are set 

for every Destination Alias defined in the Strategy Script. For each alias an Interval Name is 

defined in the associated Timetable. 

 SimpleVariable: Supports single value and can be text integer string or a value from the 

option list. 

 

 

Timetables 

The Timetable entity provides a generic way to define time intervals which can be reused across 

the configuration of different features. For example, if there are three intervals in a week where 

traffic distribution is the same, then the user need not set up three different routing logics. The 

user can reuse the logic by defining three different intervals with different time From/To and Day 

of Week (DoW) and the same routing logic. The user must label all Intervals with similar traffic 

distribution under the same Name, and then define routing settings for that Interval Name only 

once. 

Timetable Date Definitions 

The rows in a Timetable account for Date definitions. Each date contains: 

 A name for easy reference to each row, such as "LaborDay" or "Weekend".  

 In a Date definition which is either "Day of Week" or "Holiday", Holidays take precedence 

over Day of Week (DoW) entries. If the Timetable defines a Holiday row for the current 

day, for example “Saturday”, the settings in that row are applicable all through the day, 

overriding any other "Saturday" rows. On Holidays, the definition can expand up to any 

number of days to account for exceptional situations that can last a few consecutive 

days. The number of days is the range from the start day to the end day. On DoW, the 

user selects from a list of predefined options such as, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, and 

Sun. 
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 A collection of named intervals in the range 00:00 to 23:59. 

 A Default Interval Name for the Time of Day (ToD) without a specifically defined interval. 

 

Examples for defining Timetables 

 Example 1 

 Timetable represents an Agent Group's Hours of Operation and Holidays. The Timetable 

 can only provide "OPEN" and "CLOSE" as interval names, 

 Example 2 

 Timetable oriented to Routing Strategy parameters, might require a different set of 

 tags such as, "WEEKDAY_BUSINESS_HOURS", "WEEKDAY_NIGHT" and 

 "WEEKEND" labels. 

 Example 3 

Timetable for routing scripts, can define tags such as, "PEAK", "VALLEY", "RAMP-UP", 

and "RAMP-DOWN" according to meaningful traffic conditions. 

 Example 4 

Timetable with "IN-HOUSE" and "OVERFLOW" labels. 

 Example 5 

Timetable can be defined for in-house Locations, to factor in the labor cost.  In such a 

case, the intervals can be named "HIGH", "MEDIUM", and "LOW". 

Each Timetable is designed with a particular customer in mind. The lists of tags defined in a 

Timetable are expected to be handled by a particular customer. For example, for a particular 

customer the Routing Script knows upfront what kind of "resource" the Timetable refers to. 

In each row with a Date entry, a Default Interval Name is defined to minimize the effort of data 

entry. 

For example, a DoW entry (Monday to Friday) for "CORE_HOURS" can have a default of 

"NON-CORE_HOURS". 

 

Different uses of Timetables 

The Timetables are used in different ways depending on the context. 

Global Properties: Global Properties are used to “extend” the configuration model objects, such 

as Agent Group or Location. When a Global Property has the Timetable Type, it’s because the 

property needs to have different values on different ToD or DoW. So the important concept in 

this case is the Interval Names are used as “values” by the Strategy Scripts. 

Example 1: a Timetable property for “Hours of Operation” can be defined for Locations. The 

interval names “OPEN” & “CLOSE” are used in conditional expressions for the script to 

determine at each point in time (request) if a particular Location is Opened or Closed. 

Example 2: a Timetable property for “Outsourcer Cost” can be defined for Companies. The 

intervals can be named “0.12” “0.07” etc., because the script would consider the current interval 

as a “numeric value” (every time the Timetable is checked, it returns a different interval name, 
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which is “interpreted” as a dollar value by the script, when using that value to calculate transfer 

cost).  

Strategy Settings: These objects can have an associated Timetable, when Interval names are 

used to enter different Values for Script Variables. The Strategy Settings object refers to a 

concrete Timetable object, when at least one Script Variable in the associated Strategy Script is 

time-dependent. If no time-dependent Variables are defined in the Script, then Timetable is of 

no use in the Strategy Settings level. 

Script Variables: 

They can be time-dependent, i.e. support different values per ToD/DoW. The Simple & “Per-

Destination” Variable Types are independent of time, while “Per-Interval” and “Per-

DestinationInterval” both depend on ToD/DoW. In practical terms this means any time-

dependent Variable should be configured a different value for each possible Interval (or 

situation) defined in a Timetable. When a Script Variable is time-dependent, the set of Intervals 

are determined by the Timetable selected at the Strategy Settings level. 

Example: “Outsourcer Overflow” flag can be a Per-Interval variable with Yes/No values. The 

variable is defined at Script level, and scripts should be reused across multiple call segments. In 

some call segments, the Strategy Settings objects may use Timetable1 with the following 

intervals “WORK”, “NON-WORK”, “WEEKEND”, and therefore 3 values are defined for 

“Outsourcer Overflow” flag (one for each situation). 

On other call segments, the Strategy Settings may use Timetable2 with “PEAK”, “VALLEY”, 

“TRANSITION”, “STATE-HOLIDAY” and “NATIONAL-HOLIDAY”, thus 5 different values need to 

be defined for this. 

 

Creating a Timetable 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Decision Management, click Timetables. 

The system, displays a list of timetables. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

3. On the Edit Table page in the Timetable Options section, do the following: 

a. Enter the name of the Timetable. 

b. (Optional) Enter the description of the Timetable. 

c. Click Add ( ) to enter the Interval Name 

You can add multiple intervals. 

d. Enter the Interval Name in the new empty field that appears. 

e. Click Move Up or Move Down to navigate up and down in the Interval list. 

4. Click Days of Week and do the following: 

a. Click Add ( ). 

b. Enter the Name. 

c. From the drop-down select the Default Interval Name. 
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d. Click Add ( ) to add an interval. 

e. In the Intervals section, provide the information in the Interval Name, From, and 

To fields. 

f. In the Repeat Every section, select the day of the week that you want the 

process to repeat. 
g. Click Save.  

The Interval Name section displays the new Interval that you added. 
5. Click Holidays and do the following: 

a. Click Add ( ). 

b. In the Edit Holiday Entry screen, provide the Holiday Name and Default Interval 

Name. 

c. Click  to select the date from which you want the interval to start. 

d. Click to select the time from which you want the interval to start. 

e. Click  to enter the end date for the interval. 

f. Click to select the time at which you want the interval to end. 

g. Click Add ( ). 

h. In the Intervals section, provide the information in the Interval Name, From, and 

To fields. 

6. Click Save. 

 

Edit Timetable fields and button descriptions 

Name Description 

Timetable Options  

Name The name of the Timetable. 

Description The description of the Timetable. 

Interval Names The names of the Intervals. 

 

Button Description 

Add ( ) 
Adds a new Interval in the timetable. 
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Button Description 

Delete ( ) 
Deletes an Interval from the timetable. 

Move Up Select an Interval and click Move Up to move the 

interval up in the list of intervals. 

Move Down Select an Interval and click Move Down to move the 

interval down in the list of intervals. 

 

Days of Week field descriptions 

Field Description 

DoW entry Name Enter the name for the Day of Week entry. 

Default Interval Name Click to select the default name for the DoW entry. 

Repeat Every Select the days of the week in DoW when you want the 

process to repeat. 

Intervals 

Interval Name Enter the name of the Interval. 

From Enter the start time for the Interval. 

To Enter the end time for the Interval. 

 

Holiday Entry field descriptions 

Field Description 

Holiday Name Enter the name for the Holiday entry. 
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Field Description 

Select a Default Interval Name Select a default Interval for the Holiday entry. 

From Enter the date and the time of start for the Holiday entry.  

To Enter the date and time when the Holiday entry ends. 

Intervals 

Interval Name Enter the name of the Interval for the Holiday entry. 

From Enter the start time for the Interval of the Holiday entry. 

To Enter the end time for the Interval of the Holiday entry. 

 

Deleting a Timetable 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Decision Management, click Timetables. 

The system displays the list of timetables. 

2. Click the row of the Timetable that you want to delete. 

3. Click Delete ( ). 

The system displays a confirmation message. 

4. Click Accept. 

The Dynamic Routing application displays a confirmation message. 

If the Timetable is being referenced by any Global Property, the Dynamic Routing 

application displays a message to remove the references. 

 

Modifying a Timetable 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Decision Management, click Timetables. 

The system displays the list of timetables. 

2. Double-click the row of the Timetable that you want to modify. 

3. On the Edit Timetable page, modify the fields for the Timetable Options, Days of 

Week, and Holidays. 

4. Click Days of Week and do the following: 
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a. Click Add ( ). 

b. Enter the Name. 

c. From the drop-down, select the Default Interval Name. 

d. Click Add ( ) to add an interval. 

e. In the Intervals section, provide the information in the Interval Name, From, and 

To fields. 

f. In the Repeat Every section, click the day of the week that you want the process 

to repeat. 
g. Click Save. 

The Interval Name section displays the new Interval that you added. 

5. Click Holidays and do the following: 

a. Click Add ( ). 

b. On the Edit Holiday Entry screen, provide the details in Holiday Name and 

Default Interval Name fields. 

c. Click  to select the date from which you want the interval to start. 

d. Click to select the time from which you want the interval to start. 

e. Click  to enter the end date for the Interval. 

f. Click to select the time at which you want the interval to end. 

g. Click Add ( ). 

h. In the Intervals section, provide the information in Interval Name, From, and To 

fields. 

6. Click Save to save the modified Timetable 

 

Decision Tracer 

You can use the Decision Tracer tool to exercise Segmentation and Strategy configurations. 

You may want to see which logical steps were performed, which Destinations got discarded in 

the selection process, and why. You may also want a confirmation on which specific 

configuration elements were exercised and what was the output. For example, you may want to 

see the output for Segmentation Rule and the Strategy Script. 

 

Decision Tracer can be used to run the test requests for the respective segmentation and get 

the result on the Routing Admin page. Decision Tracer is split in two vertical panels, Request and 

Response panel. 

 

Sending a Request 
 
Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Decision Management, click Decision Tracer. 

2. In the Decision Function field, enter a function. 

3. In the Segmentation Table field, select the table from the drop box. 
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4. In the Interaction ID field, enter an ID. 

If no ID is entered, the system auto generates an ID in yyymmddhhmmss format. 

5. In the Segmentation Attributes field, enter the required values. 

6. (Optional) If you want to add more rows, click Add Segmentation Attributes. 

7. In the Custom Parameters, enter the required information. 

8. (Optional) If you want to add more rows, click Add Custom Parameter. 

9. Click Send test request. 

The system displays the required response in the Make a Request window. 

Lookup Tables 

Lookup Tables serve as a mechanism to search a value based on a key in a routing request. An 

attribute or a key is used to search either single value or multiple values. A Lookup Table stores 

single value in a unidirectional table and stores multiple values in a multidimensional table. 

These dimensions must be configured when you are adding a Lookup Table in the system. 

 

Adding a Lookup Table 
 
Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Decision Management, click Lookup Tables. 

2. On the Lookup Table page, click Add ( ). 

3. In the Name field, type the name of the lookup table. 

4. In the Lookup Key field, type the name of the Lookup key which you want to map with 

the dimension name. 
5. In the Description field, type the description for the new lookup table. 

6. To create a table for single key/value pair, click Unidimensional and provide the 

following details: 
a. Dimension type: Select the type as Number or Text. 

b. Dimension name: Type the name of the Dimension name which you want to 

map with the Lookup key. 
c. Default value: Type the value based on the Dimension type defined. 

 Note: 

Make sure the Lookup Key name does not matches the Dimension Name. 

7. To create a table for single key/multiple value pair, click Unidimensional  

8. Click Add ( ) and provide the following details: 

a. Name: Type the name of the key. 

b. Type:  Select the type of value as Text or Number. 

c. Default value: Type the value for the defined key based on the defined Type. 

d. Click Add ( ) to define multiple values.  

e. Click Delete ( ) to delete a value from the list. 
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 Note: 

Changing the Dimension type of an existing Lookup table from Text to Number 

requires user confirmation. 

9. Click Save. 

 

Lookup Tables field and button descriptions 

Name Description 

Name A field to define the name of a Lookup Table. 

Lookup Key Name of the Lookup key which you would like to map 

with the dimension name. 

Description A field to define the description of the new Lookup Table. 

Table options 

Unidimensional A field to define the single key/value pair entry for a 

lookup table. The values are: 

 Dimension Type: A field to define the 

information type. The options are: 
o Number 

o Text 

 Dimension name: The Dimension name which 

you would like to map with the Lookup key. 

 Default Value: A field to define the value of the 

key based on the defined dimension type. 

 Note: 

Make sure the Lookup Key name does not 

matches the Dimension Name. 

Multidimensional A field to define the multiple key/value pair entry for a 

lookup table. The values are: 

 Name: A field to define the name of the key. 

 Type: A field to define the dimension type. The 

options are: 

o Number 

o Text 

 Default value: A field to define the value of the 
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key based on the defined dimension type. 

  

 

Button Description 

Add ( ) 
Adds a new multidimensional key/value pair. 

Delete ( ) 
Deletes an existing multidimensional key/value pair. 

Back to List Takes you to the main page of the Lookup Table 

View Settings Displays the Lookup Table in edit mode. 

View Content Displays the list of existing values of a Lookup table in 

inline edit mode. 

 

For example: A segmentation table where a DNIS attribute is mapped to the multiple caller 

dimensions is shown in the following table: 

DNIS Caller Attributes 

80001234444 Package=FAMILY;Tenure=12;State=TX;Bundle=NO 

80001234566 Package=FAMILY;Tenure=12;State=TX;Bundle=NO 

80001237899 Package=FAMILY;Tenure=12;State=TX;Bundle=NO 

 

This can be defined in the lookup table as shown in the following screenshot: 
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Figure 10: Lookup table - Multidimensional 
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Chapter 7: Administering Destinations 

Overview 

Dynamic Routing administers Destinations such as Agent Groups, Services, Automatic Call 

Distribution (ACD) Systems, Companies, Locations, and Applications. With Dynamic Routing, 

users can view metrics and traffic for Agent Groups type of Destinations. 

 

Administering Agent Groups 

Agent Groups are a type of destination that Dynamic Routing administers. Agent Groups are a 

group of agents to which a call is routed in a Contact Center. The Routing Service decides to 

route a call to an Agent Group based on the following attributes: 

 Run-time metrics 

 Routing logic 

 Custom or extra attributes that are useful to determine which of the professional staff 

available should respond to the customer call 

 

Creating Agent Groups 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Destinations, click Agent Groups. 

The system displays the Agent Group table. 

2. To add an Agent Group, click Add ( ). 

3. On the Edit Agent Group window, enter the required details in the fields. 

For more information on the Edit Agent Group fields, refer to the Agent Group field 

descriptions table. 

4. Click Add ( ). 

5. Enter the name and address of the agent group that you are creating. 

6. (Optional) In the Global Properties section, select the appropriate values for the 

properties. 

The Default Value check-box is selected by default. 

7. Click Save. 

The new Agent Group is added. 
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Agent Groups field descriptions  

 

Field Name Field Description 

Agent Group Name This is the name of the Agent Group. 

ACD Select the Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) 

System for the Agent Group. 

Native ID This is the Native ID for the Agent Group, 

meaningful outside of DR for example Skill Id 

Company Select the Company. 

Channel Select the type of channel from the following 

list: 

 Voice (default) 

 Chat 

 Email.  

Location Enter the Location. 

Addresses Enter the addresses for the Agent Group. 

Name Enter the name for the address of the Agent 

Group.  

 Note 

As one address entry in mandatory, you 

must save the first entry with the default or 

a new name. 

Address Enter the address for the Agent Group. 

Address is any string allowing the Interaction 

Manager to transfer the contact. It typically is a 

Queuing VDN in Avaya CM world, or a SIP 

address 

Global Properties Modify the Global Properties for the Agent 

Group that is overwriting the default values. 

Following is the global properties of Agent 

groups: 

 OpenHours 

 manualDisable 

For more information on Agent group global 

properties, see Agent Group global properties 

field descriptions. 
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Administering Services 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Destinations, click Services. 

The system displays the Services table. 

2. To add a service, click Add ( ).  

3. On the Edit Service window, enter the required details in the fields. 

For more information on the Edit Service fields, refer to the Services field descriptions 

table. 

4. Click Add ( ). 

5. Enter the name and address of the Service that you are creating. 

6. (Optional) In the Global Properties section, select the appropriate values for the 

properties. 

The Default Value check-box is selected by default. 

7. Click Save. 

The new Service is added. 

 

Services field descriptions  

Name 
Description 

Name This is the name of the Service. 

Channel Enter the type of channel e.g. Voice, Chat, 

Email. 

Addresses Enter the addresses for the Service 

   Name Enter the name for the address of the Service. 

   Address Enter the address for the Service. Address is 

any string allowing the Interaction Manager to 

transfer the contact. It typically is a Queuing 

VDN in Avaya Communication Manager, or a 

SIP address. 

Global Properties Modify the Global Properties for the Service 

that is, overwrites the default values. The 

global property of Services is Score. 

For more information on Agent group global 

properties, see Services global properties field 

descriptions. 

Available Agent Group Displays the list of Agent Groups that are 

grouped by this Service. An Agent Group can 

belong to multiple Services. Following is the 
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list of agent groups: 

 Available Agent Groups 

 Selected Agent Groups 

 

 

Administering ACDs 

About this task 

Dynamic Routing helps the users to manage Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) Systems. With 

the Dynamic Routing feature the users can: 

 Add an ACD to the system. 

 Delete an ACD from the system, if not used. 

 Modify properties of an ACD. 

 List ACD records based on a filtered search. This view also displays real time 

information that is, whether the information is latest or earlier for the metrics status and 

traffic data of each ACD. 

Do the following to add an ACD. 

 
Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Destinations, click ACDs. 

The system displays the ACDs table. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

3. In the Edit ACD window, enter the required details in the fields. 

For more information on the ACD fields, see ACDs field descriptions 

4.  Click Save. 

The ACD page displays the new ACD is in the list of existing ACDs. 

ACDs field descriptions 

 

Name 
Description 

Native ID Enter the Native ID of the ACD, meaningful 

outside of DR. 

Name Enter the name of the ACD. 

Description Enter the description of the ACD. 

Vendor Enter the name of the vendor for example, 

Avaya or other brand. 

Model Enter the model for example, CM Elite. 

Release Enter the Release number for example, 6.2. 

Outsourcer Select if this is outsourced ACD (outside the 
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company). 

Metrics Available Select if there are metric available. 

PSTN Connectivity Indicates whether the Interaction Manager 

needs to transfer the call through PSTN or 

SIP. 

Global Properties Modify the Global Properties for the ACD that 

is, overwrite the default values. Following are 

the global properties of ACDs: 

 Least_Cost_Routing 

 metricsExpirationThreshold 

For more information on ACDs global 

properties, see ACDs global properties field 

descriptions  

 

 

Modifying the details of an ACD 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Destinations, click ACDs. 

The system displays the ACDs table. 

2. Double-click the ACD row you want to modify. 

3. On the Edit ACD window, modify the details of the required fields. 

For more information on ACD fields, see ACDs field descriptions table. 

4. Click Save. 

The ACD page reflects modified ACD details. 

 

Administering Companies 

About this task 

Dynamic Routing allows the user to administer the Company properties such as the name and 

description. Do the following to add a company. 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Destinations, click Company. 

The system displays the Companies table. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

3. On the Company popup window, enter the details for the new company. 
4. Click Save. 

Dynamic Routing displays the message that the new company is added. 

Company field descriptions 

Name Description 
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Name Description 

Name Enter the name of the new Company. 

Description Enter the description of the new Company. 

Global property Displays the name of the Global Property for the 

Company. Following are the global properties of 

Company: 

 Least_Cost_Routing 

 Manual_Emergency_Flag 

For more information on Company global properties, see 

Company global properties field descriptions  

Value Enter the value of the Global Property. 

 

Modifying the details of Company 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Destinations, click Company. 

The system displays the  Companies table. 

2. Double-click the row of the Company, the details of which you want to modify. 

3. On the Edit Companies pop-up window, modify the details of the required fields. 

For more information on Companies fields, see Company field descriptions 

4. Click Save. 

The Company page reflects the modified Company details. 

 

Deleting Companies 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Destinations, click Company. 

The system displays the Companies table. 

2. Click the row of the Company that you want to delete. 

3. Click Delete ( ). 

The system displays a confirmation message. 

4. Do one of the following: 

 Click Cancel to cancel the selection. 

 Click Accept to delete the Company. 
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Dynamic Routing displays a confirmation message. 

 

Administering Locations 

About this task 

Dynamic Routing helps the user to add, delete, or modify Locations. Do the following to add a 

location. 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, under Destinations, click Location. 

The system displays the Destinations table. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

3. Enter the required details on the Edit Locations pop-up window. 

For information on the Edit Locations fields, see Locations field descriptions 

4. Click Save. 

The Locations page displays the Location that you added. 

 

Locations field descriptions 

Field Name Field Description 

Name Enter the name of the Location. 

Description Enter the description of the Location. 

Global Property Modify the Global Properties for the Location. 

The global property of Location is 

Manual_Emergency_Flag. 

For more information on Location global 

properties, see Location global properties field 

descriptions. 

Value Enter the value of the Global Property. 
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Administering Applications 

About this task 

Application represents a destination that can be used to handle a call, instead of agents. Do the 

following to modify the details of Applications. 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Destinations, click Applications. 

The system displays the Applications table. 

2. Double-click the row of the Application, the details of which you want to modify. 

3. On the Edit Applications window, modify the details of the required fields. 

For more information on the Edit Applications fields, refer to the Applications field 

descriptions table. 
4. Click Save. 

The Applications page reflects the modified Application details. 

Applications field descriptions 

Name Description 

Name Enter the name of the Application. 

Channel Enter the type of channel e.g. Voice, Chat, Email. 

Addresses Enter the addresses for the Application. 

Name Enter the name for the address of the Application. 

Address Enter the address for the Application. Address is any string allowing the 

Interaction Manager to transfer the contact. It typically is a Queuing VDN in 

Avaya Communication Manager, or a SIP address. 

 

Adding or deleting an Application 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in Destinations, click Applications. 

The system displays the Destination table. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

3. Enter the required details on the Edit Applications pop-up window. 

For information on the Applications fields, see Applications field descriptions 

4. In the Application field enter the name of the application. 

5. From the Channel drop-box, click the Channel type. 
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6. Click Add Address.  

7. Enter the Name and the Address. 

8. Click Save. 

The Applications page displays the Application that you added. 

If no calls have been routed to the Application in the last fifteen minutes or the entire day, the 
system displays a message: No activity detected on this Destination today. 
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Chapter 8: Administering System 
Properties 

System Properties Overview 

System Properties avoid the overhead of maintaining multiple property files throughout the 

application by storing properties in Config Store instead. The properties are pre-populated at 

install in Config Store and can be modified through Routing Admin.  

There are some properties required by Config Store when at start up, and these properties by 

only exception are stored in a file: pu.xml. 

(dr_configurationstore_space_pu/src/main/resource/META_INF/spring/pu.xml).  

You can administer the following System Properties using the Dynamic Routing application: 

 System 

 Platform 

 Routing Service 

 Routing Admin 

 Metrics Service 

 Config Store 

 

You can view the details of these properties and also edit the values of these properties. Once 

you change the value of a property, you might need to restart the system for the new value to 

take effect. 

 Note 

If you want to change the maximum limit for the System Properties without upgrading 

to the latest version of the application, you must send the request to the Dynamic 

Routing design team. The design team modifies and also encodes the new property 

file before sending the file to you. The design team also provides instructions to 

replace the new properties file on your system. You must restart your system after 

replacing the Dynamic Routing property file. 

Administering the Platform properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, in System Settings click System Properties.  

The system displays the System Properties table. 
2. Click Platform. 

The system displays the Platform Properties table 

3. In the Value field, type the value for the property. 

For this release there are no platform properties. 
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Platform properties field descriptions 

 Name  Description 

min.alarm.interval 
This parameter defines the time interval (in 

seconds) for alarms that are sent to Avaya Aura® 

Session Manager. If more instances of the same 

alarm are generated during the interval, DR 3 

throttles them. 

Administering the Routing Service properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, in System Settings, click System Properties.  

2. Click Routing Service. 

The system displays the Routing Service Properties table. 
3. In the Value field, type the value for the property. 

For more details refer to the Routing Service properties field descriptions table. 

 

Routing Service properties field descriptions 

 Name  Description 

contextStore.port 
This parameter defines the valid port to access the 

Context Store. 

For the new value to take effect, user must restart 

the system. 

Valid value: Valid port address defined in the 

Context Store. 

Default value: 8080 

contextStore.strategy 
This parameter defines the Strategy for accessing 

the Context Store. 

For the new value to take effect, user must restart 

the system. 

Default value: RoundRobin 

 

contextStore.password 
This parameter defines the password to access the 

Context Store. 

For the new value to take effect, user must restart 

the system. 

Valid value: Password provided by the Context 

Store administrator. 

 

contextStore.user 
This parameter defines the user name to access 

the Context Store. 

For the new value to take effect, user must restart 

the system. 
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 Name  Description 

Valid value: User name provided by the Context 

Store administrator. 

 

contextStore.access 
This parameter defines if the client such as 

Dynamic Routing or Interactive Voice Response 

IVR has access to the Context Store or not. 

For the new value to take effect, the user need not 

restart the system. 

Valid values: Yes or No 

Default value: Yes 

 

contextStore.path 
This parameter defines the specific path of the 

application where Context Store is running. 

For the new value to take effect, user must restart 

the system. 

 

Valid value: Valid path address 

For example: /ingensg-cs-interface/cmfcache 

 

contextStore.host 
This parameter defines the host address to access 

the Context Store. 

For the new value to take effect, user must restart 

the system. 

Valid value is the valid IP address of the Context 

Store host machine. 

For example: 10.130.89.39 

contextStore.lease 
This parameter defines the time in seconds after 

which Context Store data will expire from the 

Context Store cache. For the new value to take 

effect, user must restart the system. 

Valid values: time in seconds. 

Default value: 10 seconds 

 

contextStore.enforceDestSelectionAfterDF 
This parameter determines whether a destination 

selection must be included as a decision object. 

Valid value: Yes or No. 

When YES indicates that an Agent Group is not 

available for StaticRouting script. 

 

 

Administering the Routing Admin properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, in System Settings, click System Properties. 

The system display the System Properties table  
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2. Click Routing Admin. 

 The system displays the Routing Admin Properties table. 

3. In the Value field, type the value for the property. 

For more details refer to the Routing Admin properties field descriptions table. 

 

 

 

Routing Admin properties field descriptions 

Name Description 

traffic.refreshRate This parameter gives the time in milliseconds for the traffic 

counter to refresh 

For the new value to take effect, the user need not restart the 

system. 

Valid value: time in milliseconds 

Default value: 10000 milliseconds 

company.name.display Display Name for company labels in Routing Admin (RA).  

For the new value to take effect, the user must log into the 

Routing Admin application again. 

Valid values: valid string 

Default value: Company 

location.name.display Display Name for location labels in Routing Admin (RA).  

For the new value to reflect, the user must log into the 

Routing Admin application again. 

Valid values: valid string 

Default value: Location 

segmentation.rules.inlineediting This parameter defines whether to allow users to edit a 

Segmentation Rule in-line or double-click to edit the rule in a 

pop-up window. This helps in editing of large number of 

segmentation rules with many Dimensions. 

For the new value to take effect, the user need not restart the 

system. 

Valid values: Yes or No 

metrics.refreshRate This parameter defines the time that the metrics chart takes to 

refresh. 

For the new value to reflect, the user need not restart the 

system. 
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Valid value: Valid time in milliseconds. 

Default value: 10,000 milliseconds 

 

summarizer.preferred-metrics This parameter defines the set of 1 to 5 most important 

metrics to be aggregated in display. 

For example:  

 EWTMEDIUM 

 STAFFED 

 AVAILABLE 

 CALLSOFFERED 

 PERCENTINSL 

 

 

Administering the Metrics Service properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, in System Settings, click System Properties. 

The system display the System Properties table  

2. Click Metrics Service. 

The system displays the Metrics Service Properties table. 
3. In the Value field, type the value for the property. 

For more details refer to the Metrics Service properties field descriptions table. 

 

Metrics Service properties field descriptions 

Name Description 

metricsService.connectors.agentGroupAutoCreation 

 

Determines whether Agent Groups 

are auto-created based on the 

metrics feed from the ACD system.  

For the new value to reflect, the user 

need not restart the system. 

Valid values: Yes* or No 

Default value: No 
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acdMetricStatus.staleThreshold Defines a Metrics Stale threshold in 

seconds. 

For the new value to reflect, the user 

need not restart the system. 

Valid value: Time in seconds. 

metricsService.metrics.destinationLeaseTime Specifies the maximum time in 

seconds that a DestinationMetrics 

object will be kept in the space 

without receiving any updates from 

connector or RT socket. 

For the new value to reflect, the user 

must restart the system. 

Valid values: time in seconds 

acdMetricStatus.warningMark Specifies the percentage that is the 

limit at which an ACD is considered 

to be in warning stage. 

For the new value to reflect, the user 

need not restart the system. 

Valid value : number from 1 to 100 

Default value: 80 

metricsService.metrics.destinationTimeSeries 

EntryLeaseTime 

Specifies the maximum time in 

seconds that a 

DestinationMetricsTimeSeriesEntry 

object is kept in Space without 

receiving any updates. 

For the new value to reflect, the user 

must restart the system. 

Valid value: time in seconds 

 Note 

If the metrics display looks 

cluttered with too many data 

points, for example, 3600 sec 

for one hour of data, adjust the 

data points to lesser value, for 

example, 300 sec. This will help 

in a clearer chart with fewer 

data points. 

acdMetricStatus.criticalMark Specifies the percentage at which an 

ACD is considered to be critical 

stage. 

For the new value to reflect, the user 

need not restart the system. 
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Valid value : number from 1 to 100 

Default value: 80 

 

 Note 

 If the connectors are allowed to create Agent Group entities in Dynamic Routing 

automatically, the value for the parameter 

metricsService.connectors.agentGroupAutoCreation should be Yes, otherwise 

the value is No. By default, the value of 

metricsService.connectors.agentGroupAutoCreation is No. 

 

 If the value of the parameter metricsService.connectors.agentGroupAutoCreation 

is Yes, then the connector must provide Agent Group name information, which is 

the agentGroupName flag in the CMS connector XML configuration. The Agent 

Group Name sent by the connectors must not violate the naming constraints 

applied by Dynamic Routing. If, an Agent Group has a name identical to another 

Agent Group, then the duplicate name is not created. 

 

Administering the Config Store properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, in System Settings, click System Properties. 

The system display the System Properties table  

2. Click Config Store. 

The system displays the Config Store Properties table. 
3. In the Value field, type the value for the parameter. 

For more details refer to the Config Store properties field descriptions table. 

 

Config Store properties field descriptions 

Name Description 

configstore.debug.flag Enables the debug mode for config store 

services. If the value of the debug flag is 

Yes, the user can edit the default data 

configuration. 

Valid values: Yes or No 

Default value: No 

configstore.read.timeout Maximum waiting time for the read 
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Name Description 

operations performed in Space. 

For the new value to take effect, the user 

must restart the system. 

 

configstore.write.timeout Maximum waiting time for the write 

operations performed in Space. If a write 

operation takes more time than what is 

defined, an exception is raised. 

For the new value to take effect, the user 

must restart the system. 

 

limit.count.acd Specifies the maximum number of ACDs 

that can be stored in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 

Valid value: Valid number for an entity 

For example, Agent Group: 30,000 

ACD: 1-100 

limit.count.company Specifies the maximum number of 

Companies that can be stored in Config 

Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.location Specifies the maximum number of 

Locations that can be stored in Config 

Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.application Specifies the maximum number of 

Applications that can be stored in Config 

Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.role Specifies the maximum number of Roles 

that can be stored in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 

limit.count.service Specifies the maximum number of 

Services that can be stored in Config 

Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.agentgroup Specifies the maximum number of 

AgentGroups that can be stored in 

Config Store using Routing Admin. 
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Name Description 

limit.count.strategyscript Specifies the maximum number of 

StrategyScripts that can be stored in 

Config Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.decisionfunction Specifies the maximum number of 

Decision Functions that can be stored in 

Config Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.timetable Specifies the maximum number of 

Timetables that can be stored in Config 

Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.segmentationtable.dimension.lookup Specifies the maximum number of 

Lookup Table Dimensions that can be 

saved for each Segmentation Table in 

Config Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.strategysettings Specifies the maximum number of 

StrategySettings that can be stored in 

Config Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.strategyscript.strategyvariable Specifies the maximum number of 

strategy variable that can be stored for 

each Strategy in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 

limit.count.strategyscript.destinationalias Specifies the maximum number of 

destination alias that can be stored for 

each Strategy in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 

limit.count.globalproperty.acd Specifies the maximum number of 

custom properties that can be stored for 

each ACD in Config Store using Routing 

Admin. 

limit.count.globalproperty.agent_group Specifies the maximum number of 

custom properties that can be stored for 

each Agent Group in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 

limit.count.globalproperty.company Specifies the maximum number of 

custom properties that can be stored for 

each Company in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 
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Name Description 

limit.count.globalproperty.location Specifies the maximum number of 

custom properties that can be stored for 

each Location in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 

limit.count.globalproperty.service Specifies the maximum number of 

custom properties that can be stored for 

each Service in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 

limit.count.addresses.service Specifies the maximum number of 

Addresses that can be stored for each 

Service in Config Store using Routing 

Admin. 

limit.count.addresses.agentgroup Specifies the maximum number of 

Addresses that can be stored for each 

AgentGroup in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 

limit.count.addresses.application Specifies the maximum number of 

Addresses that can be stored for each 

Application in Config Store using Routing 

Admin. 

limit.count.segmentationtable Specifies the maximum number of 

Segmentation Tables that can be stored 

in Config Store using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.segmentationtable.dimension Specifies the maximum number of 

dimensions that can be stored for each 

SegmentationTable in Config Store using 

Routing Admin. 

limit.count.segmentationtable.segmentationrule Specifies the maximum number of 

segmentation rules that can be stored for 

each SegmentationTable in Config Store 

using Routing Admin. 

limit.count.segmentationtable.dimValues Specifies the maximum number of cells 

to have in the segmentation that will limit 

the dimensions rule. 

limit.count.lut.dimensions Specifies the maximum number of 

Dimensions a Lookup Table is allowed to 

have. Maximum allowed value is 10. 
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Name Description 

limit.count.lut.entries Specifies the maximum number of 

entries (rows) a Lookup Table is allowed 

to have. Maximum allowed value is 500. 

 

 Note 

All the limit count parameters give the maximum number of an entity such as ACD, 

Application, and Location that can be stored in Config Store using Routing Admin. 

The performance of Dynamic Routing depends on the maximum number of entities 

configured in the space. With these System Properties, we can guarantee a 

benchmarked performance for the solution, and a known response time. If the values of 

these System Properties are changed, the benchmarks are invalidated. These System 

Properties should not be modified. 
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Chapter 9: Administering Global 
Properties 

Overview 

Through the Dynamic Routing application you can administer Global Properties associated with 

Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) Systems, Agent Groups, Applications, Locations, 

Companies, and Services. Global Properties extend entities such as ACDs, Agent Groups, 

Locations, Companies, and Services, by adding additional properties to these entities, and 

allowing these properties to have unique values for each instance of the entity. When adding a 

new global property like in the case for Agent Group entities, all the Agent Groups created in 

the system inherit initially the default value. Later, different Agent Groups can be customized to 

hold a different value for the same Global Property. 

Furthermore, Global Properties can be accessed and used in Strategy and Decision Function 

scripts. You can add, delete, and modify Global Properties. 

 

Administering the ACD Global Properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, under System Settings, click Global Properties. 

The system displays the ACD Global Properties table. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

3. Enter the required details in the fields. 

For more information, refer to the ACDs Global Properties field descriptions table. 

4. Click Save. 

The Global Property is added. 

5. (Optional) To delete a Global Property, click Delete ( ). 

The Global Properties are customers specific. The Global Properties differ from 

customer to customer. 
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ACDs Global Properties field descriptions 

Name Description 

metricsExpirationThreshold 
The property describes the threshold values to filter metrics 

that should be ignored during destination selection. 

This is a number type variable, with a default value of 20 

seconds. The minimum value is 0.00 seconds and the 

maximum value is 60000.0 seconds 

 

Administering the Agent Group Global Properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane under System Settings, click Global Properties. 

The system displays the ACD Global Properties table. 

2. Click the Agent Group tab. 

The system displays the Agent Group screen. 

3. Click Add ( ). 

4. Enter the required details in the fields. 

For more information, refer to the Agent Group Global Properties field descriptions 

table. 

5. Click Save. 

The Global Property is added. 

6. (Optional) To delete a Global Property, click Delete ( ). 

The Global Properties are customers specific. The Global Properties differ from 

customer to customer.  

 

Agent Group Global Properties field descriptions 

Name Description 

OpenHours Timetable provides Interval names which can be used 

to consider or discard the corresponding Destinations 

in a Strategy. 

manualDisable Indicates if an Agent Group is available  
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Name Description 

Valid values: YES or NO 

When YES indicates that an Agent Group is not 

available for StaticRouting script. 

Administering the Location Global Properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane under System Settings, click Global Properties. 

The system displays the ACD Global Properties table. 

2. Click the Location tab. 

The system displays the Location screen. 

3. Click Add ( ). 

4. Enter the required details in the fields. 

For more information refer to Location Global Properties field descriptions table. 

5. Click OK. 

The Global Property is added. 

6. (Optional) To delete a Global Property, click Delete ( ). 

The Global Properties are customer specific. The Global Properties differ from 

customer to customer. 

Location Global Properties field descriptions 

Name Description 

Manual_Emergency_Flag Enables or disables a location as a possible destination. 

 

Administering the Company Global Properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, under System Settings, click Global Properties. 

The system displays the ACD Global Properties table. 

2. Click the Company tab. 

The system displays the Company screen. 

3. Click Add ( ). 
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4. Enter the required details in the fields. 

For more information refer to the Company Global Properties field descriptions table. 

5. Click Save. 

The Global Property is added. 

6. (Optional) To delete a Global Property, click Delete ( ). 

The Global Properties is customers specific. The Global Properties differ from 

customer to customer. An example of a possible Company Global Property 

Company Global Properties field descriptions 

Name Description 

Manual_Emergency_Flag Enables or disables a location as a possible destination. 

Valid values: YES or NO 

When YES indicates that an Agent Group is not available for 

StaticRouting script. 

Administering the Service Global Properties 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, under System Settings, click Global Properties. 

The system displays the ACD Global Properties table. 

2. Click the Service tab. 

The system displays the Service screen. 

3. Click Add ( ). 

4. Enter the required details in the fields. 

For more information refer to the Services Global Properties field descriptions table. 

5. Click Save. 

The Global Property is added. 

6. (Optional) To delete a Global Property, click Delete ( ). 

The Global Properties is customers specific. The Global Properties differ from customer to 

customer. An example of a possible Service Global Property 
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Services Global Properties field descriptions 

Name Description 

Score Flag to set the Service Score. 

Valid values : Numbers between 1 to 10 

Default value: 1 
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Chapter 10: Real-time monitoring 

Overview 

Agent groups have both metrics and traffic data associated with them. They are displayed in 

separate types of charts and these two charts can be displayed or hidden just below the Agent 

Group list panel, once the corresponding check boxes are selected or unselected.  

Similarly, Segmentation Rules and Applications can display traffic data only. 

Figure 10 displays an example of the metrics for agent group. 

 

Figure 11: Graph depicting traffic for an agent group rule 
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Viewing metrics 

Viewing metrics for a Destination 

About this task 

Do the following to view metrics for a Destination such as Agent Groups, Services, Automatic 

Call Distribution (ACD) System, and more. 

Procedure 

1. Click the row for the Destination for which you want to view metrics. 
2. Click the View Metrics check box. 

3. Click Metrics to select a Metrics type. 

The page displays a graph for the metrics you selected for the destination. 

 

Viewing the traffic for a Destination 

About this task 

Do the following to view traffic for a Destination such as Agent Groups, Services, Automatic Call 

Distribution (ACD) Systems, and more. 

Procedure 

1. Click the row for the Destination for which you want to view traffic. 

2. Click the Traffic check box. 

The page displays a graph for the traffic details for the destination in the last fifteen 

minutes. 

3. (Optional) Click Today’s Summary. 

The page displays a graph for the traffic details for the destination in the entire day. 

If no calls have been routed to the Destination in the last fifteen minutes or the entire 

day, the system displays a message: No activity detected on this Destination today. 
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Chapter 12: Administering Users and 
Roles 

Changing the password 

About this task 

An administrator who has the Update User permission can change the password for other 

users. 

Also, after the DR upgrade, if a password does not matches the password complexity criteria, 

then it is forced to change by the system. 

Procedure 

1. To change the password of a particular user, do the following: 

 In the left panel, in User Management, click Users. 

 Double-click the row that you want to change the password. 
2. To change your password, on the top right, click Change Password. 

The system displays the Edit User window. 

3. In the Logged in User Password field, enter your current password. 

4. In the New password field, enter the new password that you want to set. 

 Note 

In all cases, when you change the existing password, the new password should 

match the following complexity requirements: 

o The password must be at least eight characters long 

o The password must contain at least one upper case alphabetic character { A...Z } 

o The password must contain at least one lower case alphabetic character { a....z } 

o The password must contain at least one number {0.........9} 

o The password must contain at least one special character { !,@,#,$,%,^,&,*, (, ), -

, +): } 

5. In the Re-enter new password field, re-enter the new password. 

6. Click Save. 
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Adding a new user 

About this task 

You can add a new user if you are an admin with Add User permission. 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in User Management, click Users. 

2. Click Add ( ). 

3. On the Edit User pop-up window, in the User name field, enter the user name for the 

new user. 
4. In the Role field, select the type of the user role that you want to assign to the user. 

5. In the New password field, enter the password for the new user. 

6. In the Re-enter new password field, re-enter the password for the new user. 

7. Click Save. 

The Dynamic Routing Application displays a confirmation message. The User table 

displays a list of users with the new User that you added. 

 

Deleting a user 

About this task 

You can delete a User only if you are an Admin with Delete User permission. You cannot delete 

an Admin user. 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in User Management, click Users. 

2. Do one of the following: 

 From the User table, select the row for the user that you want to delete. 

 Enter the name of the user in the search field and click Search. 

3. Click Delete ( ). 

The system displays a confirmation message. 
4. Click Accept. 

The Dynamic Routing Application displays a confirmation message.  

 

Modifying a user 

About this task 

You can edit the role, user name, or password for another user only if you are an Admin with 

Update User permission. You cannot modify the details for the default Admin. 

Procedure 

1. In the left panel, in User Management, click Users. 

2. To modify a User, do one of the following: 
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 Double-click the row for the User that you want to modify or  

 Enter the name of the User in the search field and click Search. 

3. In the Edit User window, modify the details of the User. 

4. Click Save. 
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Chapter 13: User Roles and Permissions 

User roles 

Routing Admin uses the concept of Roles to give the application administrator the ability to 

control what users can do within the application. The administrator can manage the user 

permissions to such tasks as creating and editing destinations, managing other users, changing 

call segment attributes, etc., by assigning specifics roles to each of the users. 

Routing Admin has two pre-defined roles: ADMIN and OPERATIONAL. Each role is allowed to 

perform a set of tasks called Permissions. A Role defines a set of tasks a user assigned that 

role is allowed to perform. For instance, the ADMIN role encompasses every possible task that 

can be performed within Routing Admin. Users with OPERATIONAL role cannot create, edit or 

remove: Users, Roles, Strategy Scripts, Decision Functions, Segmentation Tables and 

System/Global Properties, but can list and see these items. 

The Default Admin user cannot be removed by any user, not even by self. 

When a user is created, after first login, the user is prompted to change his password, 

irrespective of the role. Changing the password is not mandatory and the user can close the pop 

up, however we recommend our users to change the password. 

 

Permissions 

With the Dynamic Routing application you can define specific permissions for each User Role. 

You can define permissions to view, create, modify, or delete Segmentation Tables, Strategy 

Settings, Timetables, Decision Functions, Strategy Scripts, Destinations, System Settings, and 

User Management tasks for Admin and Operational type users. 

 

Defining permissions for a user role 

Procedure 

1. In the left pane, in User Management, click Roles. 

2. Double-click the type of User for which you want to define permissions. 

The system displays a window with the list of permissions you can assign to a user.. 

3. Click the entity for which you want to define the permission. 

4. Select one or more of the following check-boxes corresponding to the entity to assign 

the permissions: 

 View checkbox 

 Add checkbox 

 Update checkbox 

 Delete checkbox 
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5. Click Save. 

 

Permissions for different tasks 

Name Description 

Decision Management User can be assigned the permission to view, add, update, and 

delete the following: 

 Segmentation Table 

 Strategy Settings 

 Timetable 

User can be assigned the permission to only view the Decision 

Tracer. 

Decision Configuration User can be assigned the permission to view, add, update, and 

delete the following: 

 Decision Function 

 Strategy Script 

Destinations User can be assigned the permission to view, add, update, and 

delete the following Destinations: 

 Agent Group 

 Service 

 ACD 

 Company 

 Location 

 Application 

System Settings System Property: User can be assigned the permission to 

view and update System Properties 

Global Property: User can be assigned the permission to 

view, add, update, and delete Global Properties. 

User Management User can be assigned the permission to view, add, update, and 

delete the following: 

 User 

 Role 

Interface Access User can be assigned the permission to retrieve, insert, update, 

and delete the configuration entities using the following 

applications: 

 Routing Admin 

 Admin API 
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Audit Logs 

The audit log provides records for any Configuration Change (user operations) 

The audit log files contain an Audit record for each successful user operation.  

The logs are located at 

<DR_HOME>/platform/gigaspaces/gigaspaces-xap-

premium/logs/opt/avaya/dr/platform/gigaspaces-xap-premium/logs. 

 
 Note 

These logs are visible to only those users/roles that have permissions. 

Basic search 

You can search audit logs based on the logging date as shown in the following screenshot:  

 

Figure 12: Basic search 

Here you can provide the From and To date to perform the basic search operation on the audit 

logs for the defined period. 

Advanced search 

You can also perform the advanced search on the audit logs as per the requirement. You can 

use the following filters to perform the advanced search: 

 From date 

 To date 

 User name 

 IP address 

 Interface 

 Operation 
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 Operation Result 

 Entity Type 

 Entity Name 

 Field 

 Old Value 

 New Value 

The following screenshot displays the advanced search filters for audit logs: 

 

Figure 13: Advanced search 

 

 

. 
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Glossary 

Term Meaning 

ASM Avaya Session Manager 

AAEP Avaya Aura Experience Portal 

CM Avaya Communication Manager or "CM Elite" product 

DoW Day of Week 

GS GigaSpaces. It is commonly used to refer to GS XAP. 

GSC GigaSpaces Container 

GSM GigaSpaces Manager 

ICR Intelligent Customer Routing. ICR is an Avaya routing solution on AAEP. 

IMDG In-Memory-Data-Grid or Service Grid is a common term to refer to the 

memory storage provided by GS XAP 

PU GigaSpaces Processing Unit. It is the packaging format for GS XAP 

executable. 

SMGR Avaya System Manager is a configuration platform for many Avaya 

products. 

ToD Time of Day 
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